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‘the Circle – map of life’
The Circle is a universal energetic model that gives
insight into your spiritual world, the origin of everything that
manifests in your physical world. The Circle is constructed as
an analogue clock. Each of the twelve positions represents a
character and has a positive and a negative side. The
thirteenth position in the middle is the ultimate position of
the mind, the Zero-point, were (re)birth takes place.
Within your Circle you will experience the positive effects of
the twelve characters, oneness. Here everything is in
harmony. Outside the 333 border, you will experience the
negative effects of the twelve characters, the duality, the
chaos and the greed. The line 666 is the extreme border,
materialism, also called "the antichrist" or "the beast", all
refering to the apocalyptic 'end of the material world'. The
lessons of life are experienced between Zero-point and 666.
Seen from the side, the Circle is a mountain that must be
climbed after our “free” fall. By climbing higher we will
increase our awareness until we finally reach the top. From
this point we can leave the Earth's spheres and go ‘home’.
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Find out which of your twelve characters are negative. By changing
your attitude you can enter your safe Circle and (re)connect the center,
Yourself.

1 Purpose
This energy helps to focus the ultimate goal, the top of your mountain,
gateway to the 5th dimension. The negative side of this energy makes you
focus on lower materialistic goals and will results in feelings of need and even
addiction.

2 Challenge
An energy that encourage you to grow spiritually. The negative aspect
of this energy makes you to take things for granted without spiritual growth.

3 Service
By serving others you will learn to be serviceable to yourself without
losing yourself. The negative side of this energy makes you focus on others
and sacrifice yourself.

4 Form
This energy expresses the aesthetic value. Your attitude reflects this
energy in a positive or negative way like 'the flower or the bullet'.
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5 Radiation
Your own energy system radiates stronger or weaker due to your own
attitude. When you follow or adore someone else you give away your own
radiance.

6 Equality
Every soul on Earth has the same purpose; integrating the twelve
universal characters. That goal makes us all equal. The negative side of this
energy is expressed in a hierarchical system, looking down or looking up to
others.

7 Attunement
The positive side of this energy connects you to Yourself in the middle
of your Circle. The negative side of this energy causes adaptation to others
without getting to know yourself.

8 Integrity
If you live your life according to the truth of your own intuition it will
reflect the positive side of this energy. If you do not express your own opinion
or being stubborn by holding on to your own 'truth', you will be caught by
illusions.

9 Intention
It's an idea, a mental plan that allows you to make changes in your own
environment. The positive effect will lead to a rich awareness. A negative
effect will lead to materialism and a limited awareness.
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10 Manifestation
The positive side of this energy enables you to take and maintain your
own space, from Zero-point to the border of 333. The negative side of this
energy will lead to suppression and occupation of the space of others.

11 Liberation
This energy allows you to go your own way without being imposed by
anyone. The negative side of this energy results in limitations in freedom of
yourself and others.

12 Cooperation
This energy is expressed in a positive way when the whole is bigger
than the sum of all parts: 1 + 1 = 3. The negative side of this energy is
expressed in competition and battle.

13 Presence
The thirteenth position in the center of the Circle is Presence, the
Zero-point. From this position you are pure intuition and you are able to use
all twelve characters. It is the love for Yourself to serve a bigger picture.
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